### First Amendment Stories

**Author:** Richard Garnett, Andrew Koppelman  
**Sku:** 013640437  
**ISBN:** 9781599417752  
**Publisher/Vendor:** Foundation Press; 1 edition (October 27, 2011)

**Description:** Legal scholars present the behind-the-scenes stories of landmark First Amendment judicial decisions. *First Amendment Stories* features Boston College Law professor Mary-Rose Papandrea’s essay on *New York Times v. Sullivan*.

**Retail Price:** $40.00 **$32.00**

### Will There Be Faith? A New Vision for Educating and Growing Disciples

**Author:** Groome, Thomas H.  
**Sku:** 013469241  
**ISBN:** 9780062037282  
**Publisher/Vendor:** HARPER CHILDREN

**Description:** Thomas Groome, professor of theology and religious education, presents a modern, holistic approach to making faith relevant to the lives of young people.

**Retail Price:** $15.99 **$12.79**

### Bernini: His Life and His Rome

**Author:** Franco Mormando  
**Sku:** 013640438  
**ISBN:** 9780226538525  
**Publisher/Vendor:** UNIV OF CHICAGO PRESS

**Description:** Franco Mormando delves the complicated life of the Baroque sculptor, architect, painter, and playwright Gian Lorenzo Bernini.

**Retail Price:** $35.00 **$28.00**

Contact Chris Bergin via [e-mail](mailto:christopher.bergin@bc.edu) or phone (617) 552-0900 to place your order.